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What is Title 24?

Title 24, also known as the California Building Standards Code, sets energy standards for all new 
residential and commercial buildings and regulates alterations to existing buildings.

Why is it important?

Title 24 paves the way for energy conservation in California. This ideally means reduced energy costs 
and a greener future.

As technologies such as LED make headway in residential and commercial lighting, Title 24
requirements become more stringent to reflect the increased energy efficiency of available products.

At Alcon Lighting, many products comply with Title 24. We can help you pass acceptance tests.
Contact us for details.

http://www.alconlighting.com/blog
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TITLE 24  —  KEY CHANGES & TERMS

Timeout for occupancy and vacancy sensors 
changed from 30 minutes to 20 minutes. 
Classrooms, conference rooms, offices <250 
square feet and multipurpose rooms <1,000 
square feet are now required to have either a 
Vacancy Sensor (automatic OFF, manual ON) 
or a Partial-ON Occupancy Sensor (automatic 
OFF, automatic ON to 50-70% of full power).

• Lower Lighting Power Density allowances 
for many area types.
• Two new Power Adjustment Factors for 
institutional tuning and daylight harvesting.
• Three PAF eliminated.
• Requirements for alterations are now less 
stringent.

LPD — Lighting Power Density. The lighting allowance allotted by Title 24 expressed as watts per 
square foot.
Why it’s important: The 2016 edition of Title 24 reduced the LPD for many types of spaces and 
buildings, making the requirements even tougher than the 2013 edition. Fortunately, LEDs are 
still the solution for meeting Title 24 standards.

Acceptance Test — An engineering term for “testing to see if the requirements of the code are 
met”.
Why it’s important: Acceptance testing is a requirement of Title 24.

Vacancy Sensor — Lights automatically turn OFF when the room is vacant for 20 minutes or 
longer, but only turn on manually.
Why it’s important: A vacancy sensor is the most energy-friendly of all sensor options, because 
lights will automatically shut off if the room is unoccupied, and will only turn back on again 
manually.

Occupancy Sensor, Partial-ON — Lights automatically turn OFF when the room is vacant for 20 
minutes or longer. Lights automatically turn ON to 50-70% when someone enters the room.
Why it’s important: Partial-ON is the second most energy friendly of all the sensor options. Lights 
will switch ON automatically but not to 100%, with the expectation that most people won’t 
bother to turn on more lights or adjust the lighting level.

Keywords

Key Changes
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TITLE 24  —  KEY CHANGES & TERMS

© Iván Casal Nieto

Occupancy Sensor, Partial-OFF — Lights automatically dim to 50% or less of full power when 
the space is vacant for 20 minutes or longer. Lights automatically turn ON when someone enters.
Why it’s important: Partial-OFF occupancy sensors are required for corridors, stairwells, and other 
spaces where full OFF is not feasible.

Multi-Level Lighting Controls — Lighting controls that reduce the power going to a lighting 
system in multiple steps—usually means a dimmer.
Why it’s important: Multi-level Lighting Controls are required for any enclosed area 100 square 
feet or larger, with a connected lighting load that exceeds 0.5 watts per square foot.
Daylighting Controls — Controls that use one
or more photosensors to detect changes in daylight illumination, adjusting the lighting level in 
response.
Why it’s important: Daylighting controls are required in daylit zones, as defined by Title 24. Primary 
daylit zones must be controlled separately from secondary daylit zones.

Local Switch — Manual switch that is easily accessible.
Why it’s important: Most spaces require a local switch, although there are exceptions for public 
restrooms, stairwells, and corridors.

Automatic Time-Switch Control — Programm-able time clock that turns off lighting when a 
space is typically unoccupied.
Why it’s important: Meets the requirement for an occupancy/vacancy sensor for some types of 
spaces.

Area Category Method: Values for LPD in this document are those allotted by the Area Category 
Method, one of three possible methods for meeting Title 24 requirements.

Demand Management: engineering or 
controlling energy demand through various 
methods such as market controls, financial 
incentives and social, cultural and behavioral 
change, often through state-sponsored 
programs and campaigns.

Demand Response: a reduction in energy 
demand intended to reduce peak demand 
or avoid system emergencies. In this sense, 
demand response purports to be more efficient 
than adding generation capacity to meet peak 
and occasional demand.

http://www.alconlighting.com/blog
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TITLE 24  —  KEY CHANGES & TERMS

What’s new in commercial regulations?

(1) More stringent controls on existing building lighting alterations
(2) Consolidation of demand response controls and demand management requirements into a 
single new section 
(3) Requirement that all restrooms install occupancy sensor controls
(4) LPD requirements are now based on LED lighting

“Lighting is one of the biggest changes with non-residential standards,” notes Brian Selby of Sac-
ramento-based Selby Energy. “Rules are more stringent.” Selby detailed updates in commercial 
lighting regulations, including new lighting power allowances.

“Allowed watts per square footage is lower now,” Selby explained. “The lighting power density 
(LPD) requirements are now based [entirely] on LED, not fluorescent, lighting.”

What’s coming in 2020 includes the addition of Group 1 medical facilities to T24 requirements 
(only Group 1-2) and a new code section grouping all demand responsive controls and demand 

http://www.alconlighting.com/blog
http://www.alconlighting.com
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TITLE 24  —  KEY CHANGES & TERMS

management requirements. Section 130.1(a) now mandates that a manual area control must be 
in the same enclosed area unless an exception applies.

Restrooms must have occupancy sensors, classroom minimum control steps are relocated to a 
different code table and the Energy Commission added a minimum control step regardless of 
luminaire type for library stack aisles, aisle ways and open areas in warehouses, parking garages, 
parking areas, loading and unloading areas, stairwells and corridors.

Look for new exceptions for daylit zones, which the code defines as “areas under skylights that 
existing adjacent structures or natural objects block direct sunlight...[and] [a]reas adjacent to ver-
tical glazing below an overhang that covers the entire width of the vertical glazing.” 

Retail merchandise sales and wholesale showroom areas now have an exception for Sidelit zones. 
There’s also a new code section called Controls Interactions, which regulates how controls inter-
act with each other. Under section 130.2, the motion sensor requirement exception changes to 
40 watts for all luminaires. Motion sensor reduction changes to 50-90 percent and must now be 
separately capable of turning a luminaire off.

The new energy controls stipulate that: “Automatic scheduling controls (time clock) shall allow 
scheduling of a minimum of two nighttime periods with Independent lighting levels.”

Additionally, code section 130.4 says that health care facilities must comply with OSHPD. As 
Selby noted, LPDs are drastically reduced by 40 percent. Three new Lighting Power Adjustments 
include Clearstory, Horizontal Slats, Light Shelves (No AT). Section 141 designates three new 
methods for determining alteration requirements.

http://www.alconlighting.com/blog
http://www.alconlighting.com
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TITLE 24  —  KEY CHANGES & TERMS

California’s Title 24 2019 mandates are effec-
tive on January 1, 2020. Read the complete 
code here.

When asked about how today’s builders, de-
signers and planners may overcome code-re-
lated obstacles, Selby said that the biggest 
challenge is for smaller projects that don’t nec-
essarily have a designated lighting contractor. 

“Sometimes, they get to the end of the job and the building inspector asks for a certificate — and 
no one knows who’s responsible,” he observes.

The head of one of the agencies that certifies acceptance test technicians, Michael Scalzo, who 
runs the National Lighting Contractors Association of America (NLCAA), said that interpretation 
and education are the main challenges with Title 24. 

“There’s a lack of education from the end user to the acceptance tester,” Scalzo noted, “and 
there’s misunderstanding. People interpret codes to their advantage. For example, under day-
lighting controls, there’s an exception that states that if you get below a LPD, you don’t need 
controls—but some interpret that as not needing any control. Then, when the acceptance tester 
comes out, they run into this problem.”

Scalzo observes that end users generally don’t understand government lighting controls. 

“People want to disconnect [dimming] lighting near a window because they think it’s malfunction-
ing. Also, people don’t understand the control that automatically shuts off lights. In office areas, 
lobbies, conference rooms, kitchen areas in office spaces and copy rooms, you have to have a 
controlled outlet within six feet of an uncontrolled outlet, so they’ll have a duplex receptacle 
that’s activated by a time clock or occupancy sensor. Sensors are allowed to go for 20 minutes. 
The intent is to save energy. So the computer will stay on but the lights turn off.”

Scalzo sees understanding work habits as pivotal. “You walk into your office like you’ve always 
done and lights don’t automatically come on—you walk out and lights shut off. You might think 
the device is broken but this is caused by regulation. So, you might have it replaced. Or you think 
the device is broken when you walk into your office and lights come on at 50 percent capacity.”

The Energy Commission’s founding goal, Scalzo and Selby point out, is to reduce energy. Con-
servation is the premise of California’s lighting controls. “The [government’s energy] code states 
what amount of energy is allowable,” Scalzo said. “It’s all about controlling energy based on watt-
age per square footage.”

http://www.alconlighting.com/blog
http://www.alconlighting.com
https://www.energy.ca.gov/programs-and-topics/programs/building-energy-efficiency-standards/2019-building-energy-efficiency
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TITLE 24  —  KEY CHANGES & TERMS

100.00 The addition of Group 1, medical facil-
ities to the T24 requirements (only Group 1-2)

110.9 Code section name change, covers 
devices and systems in lieu of Title 20. Added 
devices.

110.12 New code section: these changes 
consolidate all demand responsive controls 
and demand management requirements 
throughout Part 6 into a single new section. 

130.1(a) The Manual area control must be in 
the same enclosed area unless an exception 
applies.

130.1(b) Restrooms and health care are ex-
cluded from multilevel lighting requirements.

Classroom minimum control steps are relocat-
ed to Table 130.1(a)

Added minimum control step regardless of lu-
minaire type for library stack aisles, aisle ways 
and open areas in warehouses, parking garag-
es, parking areas, loading and unloading ar-
eas, stairwells and corridors found in 130.1(a) 
Table.

130.1(c) Restrooms shall have occupancy sen-
sors.

130.1(d) New exceptions for daylit zones; 
areas under skylights that existing adjacent 
structures or natural objects block direct sun-
light. Areas adjacent to vertical glazing below 

an overhang that covers the entire width of 
the vertical glazing.

Retail merchandise sales and wholesale show-
room areas now have an exception for Sidelit 
zones.

130.1(e) Relocated to 110.12

130.1(f) New code section: Controls Interac-
tions. Details how controls interact with each 
other.

130.2 24 motion sensor requirement excep-
tion change to 40 watts for all luminaires. 
Motion sensor reduction change to 50-90 
percent and separately capable of turning 
luminaire off.

Automatic scheduling controls (time clock) 
shall allow scheduling of a minimum of two 
nighttime periods with Independent lighting 
levels.

130.4 No Acceptance Testing. Health care 
facilities must comply with OSHPD.

140.6 2019 LPDs drastically reduced by 40 
percent.

Three new Lighting Power Adjustments; 
Clearstory, Horizontal Slats, Light Shelves (No 
AT).

141.0 Three new simplified methods for de-
termining Alternation requirements

Key 2019 Energy Code Changes

http://www.alconlighting.com/blog
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TITLE 24  —  COMMERCIAL

TABLE 140.6-C AREA CATEGORY METHOD -LIGHTING POWER DENSITY VALUES (WATTS/FT²)

PRIMARY FUNCTION AREA

ALLOWED 
LIGHTING 

POWER 
DENSITY 

(W/ft²)

PRIMARY FUNCTION AREA
ALLOWED LIGHTING 

POWERDENSITY
(W/ft²)

Auditorium Area 1.40  3
Library Area

Reading areas 1.1 3

Auto Repair Area 0.90 2 Stack areas 1.5 3

Beauty Salon Area 1.7
Lobby Area

Hotel lobby 0.95  3

Civic Meeting Place Area 1.3 3 Main entry lobby 0.95  3

Classroom, Lecture, Training, 
Vocational Areas

1.2 5 Locker/Dressing Room 0.70

Commercial and Industrial Storage 
Areas (conditioned and unconditioned)

0.60 Lounge Area 0.90  3

0.7 Malls and Atria 0.95  3

1.2 3 Medical and Clinical Care Area 1.2

0.60
O�ce Area

> 250 square feet 0.75

1.0 3 ≤ 250 square feet 1.0

0.55  2

Parking Garage 
Area

Parking Area 10
0.14

1.0 Dedicated Ramps 0.30

1.8 Daylight 
Adaptation Zones 9

0.60

Area 1.0 3 Religious Worship Area 1.5 3

0.9  2 Retail Merchandise Sales, Wholesale 
Showroom Areas

1.2 6 and 7

1.0 2

1.2 4

Theater Area
Motion picture 0.90  3

Commercial and Industrial Storage 
Areas (refrigerated)

Convention, Conference, Multipurpose 
and Meeting Center Areas

Corridor, Restroom, Stair, and Support 
Areas

Dining Area

Electrical, Mechanical, Telephone 
Rooms

Exercise Center, Gymnasium Areas

Exhibit, Museum Areas

Financial Transaction 

General 
Commercial 
and Industrial 
Work Areas

Low bay

High bay

Precision

Grocery SalesArea 1.2 6 and 7 Performance 1.4 3

Title 24
Non-Residential

8www.alconlighting.com
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TITLE 24  —  COMMERCIAL

Type of Building

Lighting Power
Allowance (W/ft2)

2019 ∆

Assembly

Library

School

Financial Institution

Healthcare

Sports Arena

Grocery Store

Restaurant

Office

Motion Picture Theater

Gymnasium

Retail Store

Parking Garage

Performing Arts Theater

Religious

All Other Buildings

Based on Table 140.6-B in the Energy Standards

0.7

0.7

0.65

0.65

0.9

0.75

0.95

0.7

0.65

0.7

0.65

0.9

0.13

0.8

0.7

0.4

↓ 0.7

↓ 0.5

↓ 0.3

↓ 0.35

New

New

↓ 0.55

↓ 0.4

↓ 0.15

↓ 0.6

↓ 0.07

↓ 0.5

↓ 0.8

↓ 0.1

New

New

http://www.alconlighting.com/blog
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This guide is strictly intended as information about California’s Building Energy Efficiency Standards and should not be used as a 
substitute for the energy code. Alcon Lighting strives to present accurate information, though it is not guaranteed. Please consult a 

professional architect, electrician and/or contractor.
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